2016 Year Order of Omega Greek Awards Ceremony

Chancellor's Cup: PHC  Kappa Delta
Chancellor's Cup: IFC  Sigma Phi Epsilon
Chancellor's Cup: NPHC  Zeta Phi Beta

Outstanding Website: IFC  Sigma Phi Epsilon
Outstanding Website: PHC  Delta Delta Delta

Outstanding Philanthropic Event: PHC  Miss LSU (Delta Zeta)
Outstanding Philanthropic Event: IFC  Muscular Dystrophy Association Silent Auction (Kappa Alpha)
Outstanding Philanthropic Event: NPHC  Flood Relief GoFundMe (Zeta Phi Beta)

Outstanding Philanthropist: PHC  Emily Watkins (Delta Gamma)
Outstanding Philanthropist: NPHC  Mikeisha Mitchel (Zeta Phi Beta)

Outstanding Chapter Event: PHC  Police Appreciation Week (Delta Zeta)
Outstanding Chapter Event: IFC  Halloween Carnival (Phi Kappa Psi)
Outstanding Chapter Event: NPHC  Book Drive (Alpha Kappa Alpha)

Outstanding Sisterhood: PHC  Delta Gamma
Outstanding Brotherhood: IFC  Alpha Gamma Rho
Outstanding Sisterhood: NPHC  Phi Beta Sigma.

Outstanding New Member: PHC  Julia Pettus (Kappa Kappa Gamma)
Outstanding New Member: IFC  James Payne (Kappa Alpha Order)
Outstanding New Member: NPHC  Eunice Koomson (Zeta Phi Beta)

Outstanding Chapter Advisor: PHC  Leslie Nichols (Kappa Alpha Theta)
Outstanding Chapter Advisor: IFC  Bryan Jeansonne (Theta Xi)

Outstanding Sorority House Corporation Member  June Byrd (Phi Mu)
Outstanding Fraternity House Corporation Member  Andrew Navarre (Alpha Gamma Rho)

Outstanding Sorority House Director  Marilyn Jones (Phi Mu)
Outstanding Fraternity House Director  Ryan Stafford (Alpha Gamma Rho)

Outstanding President: PHC  Shea Svendson (Chi Omega)
Outstanding President: IFC  Blaine Loupe (Phi Kappa Psi)
Outstanding President: NPHC  Chase August (Alpha Phi Alpha)

Greek Woman of the Year: PHC  Camille Beste (Kappa Delta)
Greek Man of the Year: IFC  Zack Faircloth (FIJI)
Greek Leader of the Year: NPHC  Darren Davis (Phi Beta Sigma)

Outstanding Chapter  FIJI
Outstanding Chapter  Phi Kappa Psi
Outstanding Chapter  Delta Chi
Outstanding Chapter  Sigma Phi Epsilon
Outstanding Chapter  Alpha Phi Alpha

Outstanding Chapter  Alpha Phi
Outstanding Chapter  Chi Omega
Outstanding Chapter
Outstanding Chapter
Outstanding Chapter
Outstanding Chapter
Outstanding Chapter
Delta Delta Delta
Delta Gamma
Delta Zeta
Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Delta
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Pi Beta Phi
Phi Mu
Sigma Alpha

Rho Lambda Awards

Rho Lambda Outstanding Freshman
Rho Lambda Outstanding Sophomore
Rho Lambda Outstanding Junior
Rho Lambda Outstanding Seniors
Claire Pham, Kappa Delta
Caroline Campagna, Delta Zeta
Caroline Holloway, Phi Mu
Emma Castay, Kappa Alpha Theta

Greek Board of Directors Greek Week Awards

Fundraising Competition Winners
Men's Purple Division—Phi Kappa Psi, $3,320
Men's Gold Division—Sigma Alpha Mu, $2,150
Women's Purple Division—Kappa Kappa Gamma, $12,565
Women's Gold Division—Sigma Alpha, $1,270

Top Fundraisers: (raised at least $800 individually)
Jessica Lacroix, ADPi, Emerson Carville, KD, Breannon Meilleur, ADPi, Susanna Bilbao, KKG, Carly Hotard, KKG, Mary Lahaye, KKG, Andrea Berca, KAT, Jerica Winfree, KAT,
Matthew Deskin, Phi Delt, John Van Devort, DX, J. Patrick Spera, Jr. PIK, Adam Weiss, SAMMY, Sam Wempe, TKE

Greek Week Special Recognition
Most Attendance by a Chapter: PHC—Zeta Tau Alpha
Most Attendance by a Chapter: IFC—Phi Kappa Psi
Most Attendance by a Chapter: NPHC—Alpha Phi Alpha
Outstanding Builder of the Week: PHC—Brittany Roquemore, Kappa Kappa Gamma
Outstanding Builder of the Week: NPHC—Altony Hall, Alpha Phi Alpha
Outstanding Builder of the Week: IFC—Bret Chalpin, Sigma Phi Epsilon

Songfest Winners
First Place
Second Place
Third Place
Delta Delta Delta & Beta Theta Pi
Delta Gamma & Theta Xi
Alpha Phi & Sigma Phi Epsilon